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Abstract

Two software tools were developed to compute and illus-
trate the uncertainty estimation of one-port VNA measurements
using Complex Differential Error Regions, DERs, and their cor-
responding Differential Error Intervals, DEIs, in polar and
rectangular form. The first tool, [REGION], was written in
Open Watcom FORTRAN F77 Compiler as a Command Line Interface
for calculations and is the programming realization of the
graphical DER construction presented by the authors in the
previous part of this series. The second tool, [DERDEI], was
written in Maxima and is used as a Graphical User Interface
for illustrations. Both of them were written with these Open,
Free and under continuous support software development sys-
tems, in order to be publicly available, since the correspon-
ding previously written and used by the authors programs de-
mand the proprietary Mathematica application. The presented
tools were tested with our VNA system measurement data but
they can be easily used with any other VNA data ensuring that
the text files have the same, specifically defined, format,
valid under SLO calibration for one-port measurements. In or-
der to demonstrate our method a number of selected experimen-
tal results along with some extreme cases of DERs and their
DEIs, under particular circumstances, are also presented. The
developed software tools are available on the Internet as
FLOSS Free Libre Open Source Software.
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Introduction
The graphical construction

of the Differential Error Re-
gions DERs and their corre-
sponding polar and rectangu-
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lar Differential Error Inter-
vals DEIs  was  already  pre-
sented by the authors' [1].
This graphical construction
was carried out step-by-step
as  a  sequence  of  figures
which  illustrate  a  more  or
less complicated procedure of
building a complex DER with
its  real  DEIs  around  a  VNA
measurement. For this purpose
the  authors  developed  two
software  applications  which
are presented here. 

Initially, the used program
for these works was written
in  Mathematica,  an  enhanced
language that combines evalu-
ation  and  illustration,  but
close to those who do not own
one  of  its  versions.  This
program in Mathematica's pa-
ckage form is limited by suc-
cessive  Mathematica's  up-
grades and unavoidable varia-
tions  in  the  used  built-in
functions.  Thus,  we  decided
to replace it with two sepa-
rate open software tools: the
[REGION]  CLI-Tool and  the
[DERDEI]  GUI-Tool.  The  Open
and free distribution of Wat-
com FORTRAN Compiler version
1.8  -a  programming  language
that includes as built in the
complex number type- was used
for  the  needed  computations
of [REGION]. The Open Source
MAXIMA  5.17.1  language  with
GNUplot  version  4.6  patch-
level 5 -binary distribution
for  Windows,  was  used  for
[DERDEI],  in  order  to  draw

the DERs and DEIs in the com-
plex and real plane respec-
tively,  resulting  from  [RE-
GION]. 

These tools are appropri-
ate for one-port measurements
by assuming SLO calibration.
They  were  tested  with  our
Vector  Network  Analyzer  VNA
system, already described in
detail [2], using an intro-
dused by us data format which
is  fully  explained  in  the
following.  Notably,  it  is
easy to use the tools, with
any other VNA data for one-
port  measurements  either  by
keeping the same format for
the input files or by direct
modification  of  the  open
source [REGION] program. The
source code has been released
as  FLOSS  Free  Libre  Open
Source Software and thus it
may be freely used, copied,
modified  or  redistributed,
individually  or  cooperative-
ly, by the interested user to
suit  her/his  personal  needs
under the MIT license [3].

The  two  tools  were  pre-
sented  for  first  time  on  2
April  2009  by  the  authors
through  distance  connection
to the attendees, both local
and  distant,  of  the  31st
ANAMET  Club  meeting  of  Na-
tional  Physical  Laboratory
NPL held in Winnersh, Berk-
shire at Agilent Technologies
UK and an updated version of
the presentation is available
online [4].
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Working Formulas
The  well-known  one-port

Error Model is shown in Fig.
1. To simplify notation, just
one symbol was used for each
one of the complex valued so
called system errors: (a) D,
M, R and (b) m for DUT mea-
surements. 

Fig. 1: Full one-port Error
Model

Since  the  tools  concern
one-port  measurements  it  is
appropriate to summarize here
the relations we used in pro-
gramming. Thus, from [2], [5]

ρ = (Z – Z0)/(Z + Z0) (1)

ρ = (m – D)/[M(m – D) + R] (2)

dρ = [–RdD – (m – D)2dM – (m – D)dR

   + Rdm]/[M(m – D) + R]2 (3)

dZ = 2Z0dρ/(1 – ρ)2 (4)

where, the complex differen-
tial dρ represents the uncer-
tainty of reflection coeffi-
cient of any one-port DUT and
dZ  its  corresponding  imped-
ance uncertainty with  Z0 the

characteristic  impedance  of
the system. The differentials
are  dependent  on  seven  (7)
complex  variables,  four  (4)
measurements  and  three  (3)
standard  loads,  that  is  on
fourteen (14) real variables
and their corresponding dif-
ferential as we already thor-
oughly explained [2].

It  is  assumed  that  the
user who is interested to use
these tools is able to col-
lect the measurement data of
the three standard loads and
the unknown DUT.

[REGION]
In  order  to  compute  the

Uncertainties,  the  [REGION]
tool needs as its input four
(4) text-files containing the
measurement data of the SLO
standards  and  the  DUT  with
fixed names: [SH.SC], [OP.OC],
[LD.LD]  and  [ME.ME]  corre-
spondingly, and an additional
text  file  named  [INPUT.TXT]
with contents explained below.

The exact structure of the
measured data with a two line
example  for  each  file  is
shown in Fig. 2. It must be
emphasized  that  the  text-
files must have exactly these
names and the format as it is
detailed in Tab. 1. The empty
line after each data line is
required  even  for  the  last
and final line of data. 

A sample of the file [IN-
PUT.TXT] is shown in Fig. 3
and has the structure  speci-
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fied in Tab. 2. At the first
line  a  ″0″  means  that  [RE-
GION]  will  compute  ρ-DERs
while  an  ″1″  means  Z-DERs.
Line 2 specifies the number
of frequencies. Line 3 con-
tains five (5) real numbers
with the uncertainty in mag-
nitude of the three (3) SLO
standards  and  the  two  (2)
phase  uncertainties  for  the
short and open standards. In
this  example  we  decided  to
accept  as  common  inaccuracy
for all measurements one (1)
digit of the LSD (Least Sig-
nificant Digit) and this is
indicated at the fourth line.
Notably,  it  is  possible  to

describe the inaccuracy more
precisely  using  the  related
data  given  by  the  manufac-
turer  of  Network  Analyzer,
but a different approach is
needed which is not provided
in this version of [REGION].

The above described in de-
tails five (5) files must be
in the same folder with the
executable REGION.EXE in or-
der the program to accomplish
correctly  the  evaluation  of
the uncertainty in ρ or Z ac-
cording  the  user's  choice.
Then the program produces a
number of output files, also
in the same folder. 

   

   

Fig. 2: Samples of the four measurement files

Fig. 3: Sample of INPUT.TXT file
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Tab.1: Measurement Data Format

A. For each Data Line, 
   N = Mantissa digit, M = Exponent digit and s = Sign

# Field Length Characters Aligned Format

1 Frequency in MHz 9 01 – 09 Right NNNN.NNNN

2 2 spaces 2 10 – 11

3 Magnitude in dB 8 12 – 19 Right sNNNNEsM

4 2 spaces 2 20 – 21

5 Phase in Degrees 8 22 – 29 Right sNNNNEsM

B. Add one Empty Line after each Data Line

Tab.2: INPUT.TXT Structure

# Data Type Sample Meaning

1 INTEGER
  0

  1

ρ-DER computations

Z-DER computations

2 INTEGER 101 Number of frequencies

3 REAL

 –0.01

  0.029

 –0.01

  2.

  2.

Short magnitude uncertainty

Load magnitude uncertainty

Open magnitude uncertainty

Short argument uncertainty in [°]

Open argument uncertainty in [°]

4 REAL   1. Measurement inaccuracy in LSDs

Initially, the files with
the specific name  NNNNR.TXT,
one for each frequency, are
produced. As already clearly
shown in Tab. 1 the four ″N″s
are the frequency in [MHz],
and the letter ″R″ indicates

that the data represent Rec-
tangular  coordinates,  i.e.
points and line segments of
the  DER.  A  sample  file  is
shown in Fig. 4 for the fre-
quency of 932 MHz. All spe-
cific numbers of points, seg-
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ments and arcs are thoroughly
mentioned  in  [1],  [2].  The
first line with 0 [or 1] cor-
responds to ρ [or Ζ] coordi-
nates, as its real and imagi-
nary parts, in this figure is
0 for reflection coefficient
ρ. The next forty eight (48)
lines give the coordinates of
the forty eight (48) vertices
of DER. Next, the description
of the twenty four (24) line
segments is given, for exam-
ple,  segment  2  is  between
points 3 and 4. The last 4
lines contain the minimum and
maximum values of rectangular
(1:  Real  and  2:  Imaginary
part)  and  polar  coordinates
(3:  magnitude  and  4:  argu-
ment). Tab. 3 shows the in-
formation  needed  to  illus-
trate the DER and its DEIs.

Then, the files with the
specific name  NNNNA.TXT, one
for each frequency again, are
produced, with the letter ″A″
to indicate the circular Arcs.
24 arcs are described with 7
numbers.  The  starting  and
ending point of each one, its
center (X, Y), its radius R
and  the  corresponding  star-
ting and ending arguments in
radians.  These  data  lines
complete the DER description.
A sample file for 932 [MHz]
is shown in Fig. 5 

The  next  produced  output
text  files,  RDEIS.TXT  and
PDEIS.TXT,  contain  the  Rec-
tangular and Polar DEIS re-
spectively, for all frequen-

cies with the specified for-
mat as it is shown in Fig. 6.
Thus the rectangular and po-
lar differential error inter-
vals against frequency can be
drawn  using  the  [DERDEI]
tool.

Fig. 4: Sample NNNNR.TXT file

The  [REGION]  tool  struc-
ture is shown in Fig. 7. The
main  program  is  relied  on
seven  (7)  basic  subroutines
with four (4) support subrou-
tines. The blue color and the
capital letters indicate the
subroutine's name, while the
full name explains the usage
of its one. The most impor-
tant subroutine is the  FInd-
DZDY which finds the inaccu-
racy of the measurements. It
depends  absolutely  on  the
specifically  defined  format
of measured data, so any vio-
lation of it will produce un-
predictable results. 
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Tab.3:   NNNNR.TXT   Output File Structure  

 0 : ρ coordinates (ρ', ρ'')  1 : Z coordinates

 1
...: 1 to 48 ρ-DER vertices (ρ', ρ'')
 48

 1
 2 
...: 1 to 24 segment vertices (N, M)
 24

 1 : Min-Max of ρ'  Real part

 2 : Min-Max of ρ'' Imaginary part

 3 : Min-Max of ρ   Magnitude

 4 : Min-Max of ρ   Argument

# S E X Y R Start End

Point Center Radius Arc in radians

Fig. 5: Sample NNNNA.TXT file

f

Value Min Max Value Min Max

Real Part Imaginary Part

Magnitude Argument in radians

Fig. 6: Sample files for Rectangular and Polar DEIs
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           Main
        Program

7 Basic 
  Subroutines

4 Support 
  Subroutines

Fig. 7: REGION tool structure

COEFFIcient  subroutine  com-
putes the corresponding coef-
ficients in relation (6) of
[1]. The three types of in-
volved basic DERs, that is,
the orthogonal, half orthogo-
nal and circular, are fully
explained in [1] and they are
formed  in  the corresponding
subroutines  ORTHOGonal,  HAL-
FORthogonal and CIRCULar. The
support subroutine DPL evalu-
ates the distance between a
point and a straight line and
SORT orders the points so that
it will be possible to draw
the DER as a convex polygon.
REctDEIS and  POlarDEIS com-
putes the corresponding DEIs.

The SOrtARCS orders the argu-
ments of polar DEIs and the
final ZEROBOundary subroutine
treats some special cases of
the polar DEIs. 

In order to cover more ca-
ses concerning the polar DEIs
in [REGION], which maybe met
in practice, Fig. 8 (a), (b)
shows  two  special,  artifi-
cially constructed cases. In
Fig. 8 (a) the origin of co-
ordinate system O lies within
a DER. In this case it is im-
possible to define an annular
sector circumscribed about the
complex  DER  that  will  give
the Polar DEIs, so, we have
to consider the circumscribed
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whole circle. In Fig. 8 (b)
the origin O coincides with a
contour point of DER. The an-
nular sector is a semicircle
in this case. For both cases
the  circumscribed  orthogonal
about the complex DER, that
results the rectangular DEIs,
can be easily determined. 

The authors are aware of
the fact that additional work
is needed in order to treat
the special case of the non-
empty  intersection  of  ρ-DER
and unit-ρ circle.

[DERDEI]
The [DERDEI] tool is the

package  DERDEI.MC  developed
for Maxima in order to  plot
the complex DER at each fre-
quency, that is, a combina-
tion  of  line  segments  and
circular  arcs.  This  is  not
such an easy task, as it may
seems,  that  can  be  carried
out using simple applications
that  permit  plotting  data-
lists of 2d functions, e.g.
such  as  Excel.  In  addition
[DERDEI] plots the rectangu-
lar  and  polar  differential
error intervals against  fre-
quency. 

Fig.  9  shows  the  four
needed steps in order to use
this package: (a) run Maxima,
(b) select from the file menu
[Batch  file  Silently],  (c)
open the package [DERDEI.MC]
and (d) the package is loaded
in Maxima and contains four
(4) functions. The der func-

tion  reads  the  two  files,
(NNNNR.TXT,  NNNNA.TXT)  with
the information for vertices,
lines and arcs and plots the
complex DER for each frequen-
cy. 

(a) O: internal point

(b) O: contour point

Fig. 8: Special polar ρ-DEIs

The deisRM function reads
from the text file RDEIS.TXT
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or  PDEIS.TXT,  n  lines,  and
plots the DEIs of Real Part
or Magnitude respectively, in
terms of frequency. The la-
bels of the graph are speci-
fied as labelx and labely.

The deisIA function plots
the DEIs of Imaginary Part or
Argument  respectively,  using
the  same  input  data  as  the

previous  function.  The  deis
function  plots  the  DEIs  of
Real and Imaginary Part to-
gether at the same graph or
the DEIs of Magnitude and Ar-
gument. The exact syntax of
these four functions is shown
directly  in  Maxima's  main
window as it is shown in Fig.
9 (d).

(a)

 

          (b)                           (c)

(d)

Fig. 9: Using [DERDEI] in 4 steps
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Application
As we mentioned in Intro-

duction the user must prepare
the required four (4) files
of measurements and the IN-
PUT.TXT file. This can be do-
ne  either  manually,  for  a
small number of measurements,
e.g. 10 or 20 or whatever, or
automatically,  e.g.  using  a
data acquisition system.

For this purpose we devel-
oped the [ANALYZE] GUI soft-
ware tool using Visual Basic
3, to control our  Automated
Network Analyzer System [2],
via  HP-IB.  The  application
takes  as  input  the  current
physical  state,  recorded  by
the operator for a future sta-
tistical use,  the  frequency
range and the file name for
each measurement, as shown in
Fig. 10 and gives as GUI out-
put a draft plot of measured
magnitude in [dB] and phase
in  degrees [°] against fre-
quency as shown in Fig. 11.
[ANALYZE]  also  produces  the
output text file with corre-
sponding  measurement,  three
for the three (3) calibration
standards SLO and one (1) for
the unknown device, for fur-
ther  data processing. This
program is instrument depen-
dent and it will be available
some  time  in  the  future  as
FLOSS. 

It must be emphasized that
[ANALYZE]  is  simply  a  mea-
surement data collector, thus

it  is  not  involved  at  all
into the application of the
presented tools.

A practical application of
the developed software tools
is  given for a UHF ground
plane  antenna  measured  from
600 to 1000 MHz with 4 MHz
step. Therefore, as it is ex-
plained above, the ″number of
frequencies″  in  the  second
line of ″INPUT.TXT″ is 101 =
(1000 – 600)/4 + 1. 

Fig.  12  shows  how  the
three tools (in blue color)
transfer  data  between  them
(red color). Data are given
as input to [ANALYZE] that it
is responsible to collect the
measurements from our VNA sy-
stem and to provide the four
(4)  files  for  the  four  (4)
measured loads. These 4 files
together with the input file
are then passed to [REGION]
which will output two files
(2) for each frequency, total
two hundred two (101 x 2 =
202)  files  for  the  current
example, that fully describe
the DERs. It also produces a
file  with  the  rectangular
DEIs for all frequencies and
a corresponding one for Polar
DEIs. All that files can be
used  with  the  [DERDEI.MC]
package in Maxima to illus-
trate  the  results.  Fig.  13
shows Maxima's window with all
the built function's and the
corresponding input files for
the plots. 
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Fig.10: [ANALYZE]-Input

Fig. 11: [ANALYZE]-Output
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Fig. 14 shows (a) the al-
ready  published  by  the  au-
thors  input  impedance  [2],
and (b) the output graph of
deis  function  from  Maxima
with the rectangular DEIs for
both Real and Imaginary Part
together  at  the  same  plot.
Fig. 15 shows the result DERs
for  reflection  coefficient
(left column) and input im-
pedance  (right  column)  for
the ground plane antenna, at
the  selected  frequency.  At
the  first  line,  the  graphs
are from Mathematica (a, d),
at  the  middle  are  the  pub-
lished graphs with data from
Mathematica  package  that  we
used (b, e), and at the last
line  are  the  Maxima  graphs
exactly as they are outputted
(c,  f).  Finally,  Fig.  16
shows the result graphs from
Maxima  and  the  functions
deisRM and deisIA for Magni-

tude and Argument of reflec-
tion coefficient and Fig. 17
for Real and Imaginary Part
of  the  input  impedance  ex-
actly as they are produced. 

Fig. 12: Software Tools
Interoperability

Fig. 13: A sample application of [DERDEI.MC] package
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(a) Published [2]

     

(b) deis function exact output

Fig. 14: Input Impedance versus frequency
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Mathematica: (a) ρ-DER                    (d) Z-DER

     

Published:  (b) ρ-DER                     (e) Z-DER

     

Maxima:      (c) ρ-DER    exact output     (f) Z-DER

Fig. 15: Antenna DER uncertainty estimation comparison
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Fig. 16: Reflection coefficient ρ versus frequency
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Fig. 17: Input impedance versus frequency
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Conclusion
Two developed FLOSS tools

were presented. Both of them
implement  the  technique  we
invented for the error esti-
mation in VNA  measurements.
These tools produce and cross
-check the results needed to
construct DERs and DEIs. The
[REGION]  tool  was  developed
using Open Watcom FORTRAN in
fixed  format  [6].  The  [DER
DEI] tool, was developed us-
ing Maxima [7] as a package
of it. 

The also presented appli-
cation example covers the ca-
se of the least uniform inac-
curacy at discrete, uniformly
stepped, multiple frequencies
- e.g. in the commonly known
"CW mode". 

Notably, the presented re-
sults are exactly the same as
they are produced by the cor-
responding developed by us Ma-
thematica package. The illu-
strations  from  GNUplot  [8],
which is called by Maxima, are
purposely presented exactly
as they are produced, that is
without any additional proces-
sing of them - a work which
we  left  on  user's  choise  –
e.g.  we  use  Paint  Shop  Pro
5.03 [9].

Since  [REGION]  tool  con-
cerns only one port measure-
ments with full one port SLO
calibration,  it  is  obvious
that  further  development  of
it is needed in order to in-
clude the full two port mea-
surements  as  they  are  pre-
sented in [10] and [11], ei-
ther for zero-length or for
non-zero-length through stan-
dard,  or  even  for  the  sim-
plest short calibration case
[12]. Similarly, further de-
velopment of the correspond-
ing Maxima package [DERDEI].
This work is in the author's
future  plans,  together  with
the development of a GUI ap-
plication  which  will  inte-
grate in one application both
the data evaluation and the
graphical representation, as
well  as  the  possibility  of
using  another form of input
data for the case of non-uni-
form inaccuracy available from
more  detailed  manufacturer's
data [13] 

However, the immediate au-
thors' plans include the pre-
sentation of their work with
a substantially different me-
thod  of  data  collection  in
the case of NanoVNA measure-
ments [14]. 
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